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Entertainment

By Tom Frank 

Recently, Dustin Hoffman said in an interview
with The Independent that “right now televi-
sion is the best that it’s ever been, and I think

that it’s the worst that film has ever been - in the 50
years that I’ve been doing it, it’s the worst.”

Now, although this idea had been bouncing
around much of the internet and in popular discus-
sion for quite a while, it hadn’t really been dis-
cussed too much by the traditional media outlets
until very recently. And with Hoffman, one of
Hollywood’s greatest living actors, siding with the
idea that TV has overtaken film in some regards, it
looks as if more people within the film industry are
beginning to take notice of the increased quality of
television programming.

However, is this definitely the case? Has the
once great medium of storytelling that was cinema
been overtaken by television?

Massive audiences 
Firstly, let’s assume that Hoffman and many oth-

ers are correct and TV has picked up the mantle of
being the best medium for visual media and story-
telling. There is little doubt that in the last decade
there have been dozens of excellent dramas.
Breaking Bad, Fargo, Mad Men and The Wire are
merely just the best known of these which have
managed to attract massive global audiences.
There have been some brilliantly inventive comedy
shows like Community, It ’s Always Sunny in
Philadelphia and Bojack Horseman, and there have
even been forays into the kind of territory once
only occupied by films. Daredevil, The Walking

Dead and Game of Thrones all have blockbuster
level budgets and have wowed audiences with
some of their set pieces and action sequences.

Now the question is are these shows the equals
of the movies that fall into the same genres in
terms of storytelling and/or entertainment? I would
say that there have been several great dramas in
the past few years which have gained critical and
financial success which show that despite the
strength of television drama it will probably never
overtake their big-screen counterparts. The Social
Network, Drive, 12 Years A Slave, Prisoners,
Whiplash and Birdman and many more films prove
that dramatic films are alive and well. However, I
would be willing to accept that there is a possibility
that the general quality of comedy is higher on tel-
evision than in films. You could argue that films like
The Grand Budapest Hotel and Silver Linings
Playbook count as comedies and maybe they do
but they have too many dramatic elements for my
liking.  Quality comedies like the Jump Street films
are few and far between nowadays as the genre is
now dominated by films which mistake crudity
and/or stupidity for comedy.

The case for action 
One could also argue that action based TV

shows also seem more impressive because of the
sorry state of action films right now. The action
sequences in Daredevil, Game of Thrones and True
Detective only seem so impressive because most
action films, apart from a few exceptions like The
Raid, are lacking in real grit or half decent action
direction. When TV directors and writers are taking

more chances in their action sequences it immedi-
ately raises them above the PG-13, one man army
films like Taken 2/3, Three Days to Kill and The
November Man.

However, all this truly shows is how far televi-
sion has come in recent years, not how far films
have fallen. Most of these problems have been


